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Abstract
Traditional grain size determination in microscopy images is a laborious process involving lots of manual input
and human expertise. In recent years, the development of
computer vision (CV) has provided an alternative approach
to this problem, and preliminary work has been done to
simplify the grain size determination process. This work
aims to build an end-to-end workflow to measure the grain
size in microscopy images without any manual input. Results from the traditional line intercept (Heyn method) and
planimetric (Saltykov method) approaches are used as baseline. A pre-trained holistically-nested edge detection (HED)
model is used for CV-based edge detection, and the results
are further compared to the classic Canny edge detection
method. Post-processing was performed using open-source
image processing packages to extract the grain size. It
was reported that for grain size determinations in optical
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, the pretrained HED model achieves much higher accuracy compared to the Canny edge detection method, meanwhile reducing the image processing time from 15 minutes per image to under 10 seconds compared to the traditional methods. Effects of morphological operations on the predicted
grain size accuracy are also explored. Overall, the proposed end-to-end CNN-based workflow can significantly reduce the processing time while maintaining the same accuracy as the traditional method.

1. Introduction
Grain size plays a vital role in the microstructure analysis
of metallurgical and ceramic materials.[1] It is well known
that microscopic morphology, such as grain size, is greatly
responsible for macroscopic mechanical characteristics.[2]
Grain sizes in ceramics and metals are historically determined via the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM)[3] and International Organization for Standardization (ISO)[4] standards. Knowledge of rules and exceptions
is needed. Still, the primary flaw in conventional grain size

determination is the time required to generate accurate results.
Artificial intelligence (AI) has quickly risen to the center of image processing due to its adaptability in recognizing objects in diverse image sets.[5] While being used in
some research, AI remains vastly untapped by the materials science community compared to its uses in medical image segmentation.[6] ResNet is an AI-powered image segmentation method designed for use on the diversified image
dataset ImageNet.[7] The same pretrained model was used
in hand with U-Net models by Liu et al.[8] for the segmentation of breast and liver lesions with success with diverse
anisotropic resolution. In recent years, research in materials
has started to implement computer vision (CV) and image
processing to produce more precise grain determinations in
less time. Pretrained models are becoming increasingly important by requesting less computational power, time, and
data than conventional neural networks.[9] The implementation of a pretrained model instead of outright training a
new model allows for fast, reduced computation without
overfitting to specific material types. Given the limited
dataset in this work, we will implement pre-trained models
for edge detection and grain-size extraction.

2. Related Work
Grain size determination is traditionally a very laborious
work. There are two traditional grain size determination
methods that are used by the American Society for Testing and Materials organization, i.e., line intercept (Heyn
method)[10] and planimetric (Saltykov method)[11]. Both
methods require lots of manual input and human expertise,
and are very time expensive. These methods are considered
as golden standards in microscopy image grain size determinations. The CNN predicted grain sizes are compared to
these two methods to evaluate the model performance.
As shown in Fig. 1, grain size determination is primarily an issue of edge detection. Image processing techniques
like Canny edge detection facilitate grain size determination by converting original images to masked outlines of
grain borders.[12] Polarized micrographs were processed

Figure 1. Edge detection is vitally important for accurate grain
size determination.
Figure 2. Illustration of the traditional line intercept method.

via Lazy Grain Boundary produced grain boundary maps of
steel microstructures.[13] Peregrina-Barreto et al[14] used
an advanced thresholding technique to discern grains and a
planimetric grain count to determine the ASTM grain size.
Past research has also employed Canny edge detection to
create closed contours and similarly determine planimetric grain size, with small improvements in accuracy.[15]
Zhang’s thinning algorithm has been shown to reduce processed micrographs to its main edge components.[16]

3. Methods
The traditional line intercept method is used as the baseline to evaluate the performance of CNN-based models.
In the line intercept method, a set of 10 randomly drawn
straight lines are drawn over the microscopy images, cumulatively spanning the entirety of the image height and
width. The intercepts, including all exceptions, are noted
along with line length and converted to µm using the pixel
to µm ratio derived from the scale bar within the image.
Intercepts are determined manually with visual detection,
while the ImageJ software is used to determine individual
line lengths.[23] Total line length is divided by total intercepts to give an average grain diameter length. All samples
exhibited relatively equiaxed structures, meaning no further
specially oriented test lines are needed. An illustration of
the line intercept method is shown in Fig. 2.
In the planimetric method, the entire rectangular area
of the image is selected. Each grain within the image is
counted as Ninside , with edge touching grains counting as
0.5 a grain Nintercepted , and corner grains as 0.25 a grain.
The following equation determines the number of grains per
µm, NA , using magnification, M , and total image area, A:

CV has been implemented in grain size analysis, but relies on the inclusion of large datasets seldomly available to
the typical laboratory[17]. The efficacy of a neural network
is dependent on the amount of data that it is given, even
in transfer learning.[18] Pretrained models can directly apply complex computer vision algorithms without the input
of any training data. U-Net, for instance, is a deep learning model widely used in medical image segmentation.[8]
Edge detection is a fundamental and important topic in computer vision. Various approaches have been proposed to
tackle this problem, such as Canny detector[12], Statistical
Edges[19], Structured Edges[20] and DeepEdge[21]. Pretrained edge detection algorithms with high accuracy already exist and may have impacts outside of their original
field. These methods, however, have some key drawbacks.
Manual input is often still needed to connect grain boundaries. Current methods work especially well with specific
materials but have not been applied to diverse sets of micrographs. More specifically, a large focus is placed on metallurgical optical images, with little consideration for ceramic
or scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs.

NA = (M 2 /Ā)(Ninside + 1/2Nintercepted + 1)

(1)

The average grain area, Ā , is the reciprocal of Ā. Each area
is approximated as a circle with diameter, d, as the square
root of Ā. Using a rectangular area allows for a higher
grain count and minimized scatter, which increases accuracy compared to a circular area. This is especially true in
the micrographs with larger grains, such as the ones encompassed in the test dataset. The planimetric method also alleviates any impact of un-equiaxed grain orientations, which
is minimal in the test dataset.
Although proper sample preparation and imaging practices may be used, the resulting images are often not opti-

In this paper, a novel method of average grain diameter
determination using the pretrained holistically-nested edge
detection algorithm is explored.[22] This method aims to
use the sophistication of a model trained on non-micrograph
data to process and characterize the grain size of various
materials in an automated fashion.
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Figure 3. traditional workflows vs. CNN based workflow

The pretrained HED model is used to extract the grain
boundaries in composite microscopy images. This model
is able to learn the hierarchical features which is crucial in
detecting natural image edges and object boundaries. The
model is inspired by fully convoluntional neural networks
with trimmed VGG nets for deep supervised learning. The
model is pretrained on Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and
Benchmark (BSDS 500), which has 200 training, 100 validation and 200 testing images. The neural network architecture of the HED model is shown in Fig. 4. Side output
layers is inserted after the convolutional layers. Deep supervision is applied to each side output layer to direct the
side output to edge prediction with the features we want.
The output of HED is multiscale and multilevel, with the
side output planes becoming smaller in size and the perceptual field size becoming larger. A weighted fusion layer is
added to automatically learn how to combine the outputs
from multiple scales. The entire network is trained using
multiple error propagation paths (dashed lines).[22]

mal for direct image processing. As shown in Fig 1., large
scale edges must be distinguished against smaller material
imperfections to discern grain boundaries from crystalline
material. Typical microscopy images have noise: fluctuations in intensity as a byproduct of exposure and deformities
on the sample surface. Gaussian smoothing is commonly
employed to address this issue but fails to preserve edges.
Local Laplacian filters (LLF) alleviate this by smoothening
noise and keeping large edges intact. Initially formulated by
Paris et al[24], this image processing technique computes
the Laplacian pyramid in neighborhoods, locally enhancing
details of one area while neglecting the rest of the image.
Small Gaussian convolutions and simple point-wise nonlinearities reduce the complexity of the algorithm, allowing
for many images to be processed with less computational
power. Simple pixel value thresholding discerns large edges
over noise in each neighborhood.[25] Neighborhoods are
then stitched together, forming partial pyramids and eventually a fully processed image. LLF does not introduce halos,
an otherwise common occurrence in traditional Laplacian
pyramids and frequency boosting. Three parameters impact
the performance of an LLF: sigma, σ, defines minimum detail size, alpha, α, determines the degree of smoothening,
and beta, β, controls dynamic range compression. Images
in the test dataset were processed in MATLAB using LLF
with parameters σ = 0.4 and α = 0.5. No dynamic range
compression is needed thus β is neglected, with an equivalent value of 1. Comparison of the traditional workflows vs.
the CNN-based workflow is shown in Fig. 3.

4. Dataset and Features
A total of 30 images were collected using two different
approaches, i.e., optical microscope and scanning electron
microscopy. Multiple material samples were used to obtain
a diverse dataset. Sample materials were chosen to have various microstructures and grain sizes while possessing clear,
equiaxed grain boundaries.
All optical microscopy images were of Ceria (CeO2)
pellets which were unaltered via etching or polishing be3

Figure 4. Illustration of the HED architecture.[22]

Figure 6. (a) Original image (b) HED output binary image (c)
post-processed image with edge enhancement. (d) color mapped
image

Figure 5. (a) Optical image. (b) SEM image

fore being imaged. A Nikon Eclipse LV100 optical microscope with a Lumenera Infinity 1 microscope camera attachment took 1280 by 1024 resolution TIF images,
each 9.01 megabytes in size. Lumenera’s Infinity Analyze software was used to place scale bars in each bottom
right corner. Polyvinylpyrrolidone, Magnesium-oxide, Ceria, and Barium-titanate samples were imaged using SEM.
Gold and carbon coatings facilitated imaging for these nonconducting materials. A Joel Neoscope JCM-5000 benchtop scanning electron microscope produced 1280 by 1120
JPGs ranging from 231.42 to 563.21 kilobytes in size. Sample images from optical and SEM measurements are shown
in Fig. 5.
All TIF files are converted to JPG format before preprocessing. Original metadata is conserved for further use in
the later pixel-to-micrometer ratio as a separate image. Image samples are then converted to RGB format, if not already, for use in holistically-nested edge detection.

Figure 7. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs after HED and
initial thresholding, 8 iterations of erosion, and 8 iterations of dilation.

are visible and noise is reduced. Metadata is also assigned
in this step, with a pixel-to-micrometer ratio inserted under
the Exif user comment.
In this work, ImageJ was used for contrast filtering and
a python script for metadata assignment. The pre-trained
HED model transforms the edited JPG image into a grain
boundary prediction map. The original image is conserved
for its metadata use in the following step.
In grain size determination, the PNG output of HED is
converted to a grayscale and thresholded to distinct grain
boundaries from crystalline material. The binary image undergoes eight iterations of erosion and dilation using a disk
kernel of radius 1 pixel. A 3 × 3 structural element then
distinguishes cells as the regions between grain boundaries.
Cells touching the border of the image are cleared so that
only full inside cells are considered. Scikit’s regionprops
attribute calculates the area of each region.[26]
In polycrystalline single-phase materials, the most energy favorable grain structure is such that the intersection
of three grains forms at dihedral angles of 120. In a twodimensional plane, an idealized polycrystalline material has

5. Experiments/Results/Discussion
5.1. Edge map prediction
The newly proposed method contains two primary parts:
grain boundary amplification and grain size determination.
In the former, an image sourced from an SEM or optical microscope is processed in an image editing software for surface adjustments in contrast. This ensures grain boundaries
4

Figure 8. Mean diameter determination of honeycomb structure (a) with an expected value of 1.866 units. Alterations on the initial figure
include (b) sidewall thickening, (c) low-intensity low contrast, and (d) high-intensity low contrast.

ily to follow ASTM or ISO standards, but to curate results
which are accurate to the standards which it is based on,
quickly, and without great input from the researcher. The
grain boundary detection process from the original image
to the color mapped image is shown in Fig. 6.

5.2. Morphological operations
Morphological operands remove noise while largening
or shrinking the background of an image.[27] Erosion preserves foreground pixels only when a structural element entirely matches that of the pixels it covers. The affect is the
thinning of foreground images. Dilation works similarly by
comparing the structural element to that of the background,
resulting in a thickening of foreground images. Two inputs
are needed: dimensions of the kernel, and a binary image.
The process may be repeated, in iterations, to achieve desired effects.
In grain size determination, morphological operations alleviate some issues caused by an edge detection methodology of grain size determination. Micrographs do not typically possess perfectly distinct grain boundaries. The HED
thus interprets grain boundaries with defects such as broken
edges, double edges on thick boundaries, and undesired particles in locations of noise. In morphological erosion, broken edges are united and double edges are joined together
by a disk (radius of 1 pixel) structural element, given the
distance between interpreted edges is small enough. The
resulting image contains large grain boundaries and miscellaneous bits, which is misrepresentative of the material

Figure 9. Grain size measured by HED and Canny edge detection
algorithms compared to line intercept method and reported as %
error.

a normal hexagon honeycomb structure. The area of each
region (Ar ) is thus taken to be that of a hexagon with an
inner diameter (d) resulting from the smallest possible inscribed circle and an outer diameter (D) from the largest
possible inscribed circle. The mean of the two diameters is
used as the average diameter of the grain.
The pixel-to-micrometer ratio is retrieved from the metadata to convert pixel units to micrometers. Grain size is reported as a distribution or as a mean of the grains detected.
No input other than an image and pixel to micrometer ratio is needed. The goal of this algorithm is not necessar5

Figure 10. A comparison of four grain determination methods’ error to the average grain Haywood diameter. For reference, the micrographs
are located under, with areas of less resolution circled in red.

sample. Morphological dilation using the same structural
element reduces edge thickness and size of unwanted particles to yield an image much closer to the material sample.
The effects on optical and SEM images are depicted in Figure 7.a and Figure 7.b.

CNN-based HED method. Firstly, the omission of edge
grains allows for a more accurate representation of the material at hand because only whole grains are considered.
Secondly, low errors are experienced in a wide range of image types. Thirdly, the use of Exif metadata to convey a
pixel-to-micrometer ratio allows for easy batch operations
of similar images. Finally, area approximation is shown to
accurately represent the mean diameter of a material’s crystalline regions.
The proposed algorithm must, however, concur accurate
results on real micrographs to be considered a viable grain
size determination method. A set of 25 optical microscopy
images were analyzed using conventional and new methods.
To measure the consistency of the algorithm, all optical micrographs exhibited similar grain structures and image dimensions. The newly proposed algorithm, though, is not
limited to these constraints.
Heyn’s method set the benchmark by using the following
set of basic parameters. All lines were randomly selected
before being placed on the image as a mask, but care was
taken to ensure all regions of the micrograph were represented. The test lines were also oriented so that a wide range
of angles was considered. A set of ten lines was found to be
sufficient with an average of 127.47 intersections, greater
than the 50 minimum stated by ASTM E112-13 13.1. The
average grain diameter of 61.62 µm and a standard deviation of 5.149 µm was reported. The average grain count in
each image was about 167 grains.

5.3. Model validation with honeycomb testing
To analyze the effectiveness of the newly proposed grain
size determination algorithm, a series of tests in increasing
complexity were carried out.
To begin, a representative test on a computer-generated
honeycomb structure was executed. Each image was processed through HED, thresholding, morphological operations, and grain size determination as discussed above. By
using a standard hexagon, the diameter is definitive, with no
interpretation or error needed from a standardized method
like Heyn’s or Saltykov’s. The side length of each hexagon
is normalized to 1 arbitrary unit, defining the minimum and
maximum diameters as 1.732 and 2.000 units, respectively.
The results of the algorithm are shown in Figure 8 with images at each processing step. An optimal construct (Figure 8.a) and an accurate pixel-to-micrometer ratio result in
accurate diameter determination. Thickening the hexagon
borders (Figure 8.b) leads to a decrease in grain area and a
smaller resulting diameter. Underexposed and overexposed
micrographs are mimicked in Figure 8.c and Figure 8.d.
The HED allows for edge detection at a range of luminosities, although high intensity, low contrast images perform
marginally better than equivalent images at low intensity.
The largest deviation from the expected value (Figure 8.b)
produced a 2.84% error.
The honeycomb test highlights some benefits of the

5.4. Model performance comparison
To determine the robustness of HED in comparison with
other edge detection types, the same images are processed
6

with Canny edge detection. Thresholding and the number of eroding iterations were changed so that contained
cells were formed in the Canny method, but the rest of the
methodology remained the same. Canny edge detection requires two values of edge thresholding: 0 and 70 were determined based on visual inspection. The HED method was
untouched. The Canny method exhibited an average error
of 11.867% among optical images and 2.342% among the
hexagon tests as shown in Fig. 9. In comparison, the average accuracy of 5.128% was reported for the CNN-based
HED method on the optical images.
Only some past research account for error in grain size
determination.[28] In practice, the majority of uncertainty is
caused by the variation in measurements from one field of
view to another. A 95% confidence interval (CI) and percent
relative accuracy (%RA) can help determine the accuracy
of the measurement. The standard ASTM E122-13 15.6
states a %RA less than 10% is generally acceptable, which
is followed in this paper. Fields (images) for each sample
are collected until the %RA reached an acceptable value:
this equated to 5 samples for each ceria pellet. It is important to note, however, that high local precision may only
yield a slight increase in overall precision (ASTM E112-13
15.1.1).
All grain size determination methods inevitably possess
errors. A comparison to a more accurate benchmark than
Heyn’s may thus be made. To obtain the ground truth average diameter, the Heywood diameter of each cell is taken.
A closed contour is manually drawn using ImageJ software around each interior grain. The area is calculated and
equated to the area of a circle with a constant diameter, d.
The average of all Heywood diameters is taken to represent
the true average diameter of the micrograph. A set of 10 micrographs from the original 25 were selected and measured
using Heyn’s, Saltykov’s, Canny edge detection, and HED
methods as shown in Fig. 10.
The HED method had an error percentage lower than
Heyn’s and Canny edge detection for 8 of the 10 micrographs. The two micrographs where the opposite is true
are the two images in which a portion of the image is not
fully resolved. Saltykov’s method reliably had the most accurate grain size, except for two images (1 and 4) where
HED outperformed. It is important to note the accuracy of
Heyn’s method is dependent on the number of intersected
grain boundaries (ASTM E112-13 13.1), meaning the error of Heyn’s is not set at the values obtained. An increase
in the number of test lines and intersections undoubtedly
would increase Heyn’s accuracy.
On the other hand, the proposed CNN-based HED
method reduced the grain boundary detection time from 15
minutes to under 10 seconds. The CNN-based method eliminate the needs of manually selecting the grain areas, deciding pixel dimensions, and connecting missing edges while

maintaining a high accuracy comparable to the golden standards.

6. Conclusion/Future Work
In this work, a CNN-based grain boundary detection approach was proposed for microscopy images in the material
science domain. Traditional methods such as line intercepting and planimetric methods are used as baseline to evaluate
the performance of the pre-trained HED model. The HED
model is trained on the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and
Benchmark (BSDS 500) dataset. The classic Canny edge
detection algorithm is also explored for comparison. The
HED model outperforms the Canny approach in the hexagonal test and microscopy image test. The Canny approaches
worked well on some special cases but cannot provide consistent performances over different microscopy image under
varying lighting conditions and background noises. On the
other hand, the HED model achieves a grain size accuracy
comparable to the golden standard provided by the line intercepting method.
It is worth noting that morphological operations play an
important role in refining the microscopy images to help
achieve better grain size accuracy. Multiple iterations of dilation and erosion are performed to reduce the noises in the
detected edge map and enhance the edge contour. We report
that morphological operations needs to be applied after the
HED prediction to achieve the best accuracy result, while
the operations need to be applied to the original images to
achieve the optimal results for Canny method. The morphological operations are integrated as part of the workflow
thus no manual inputs is needed for different set of images.
As a result, the proposed CNN-based method could reduce
the image processing time from 15 minutes to under 10
seconds per image.
Given the constraint of time and computational resources, the primary focus of this work is on optical images, which has achieved high accuracy and time-efficiency.
While the HED model works on some cases, there are still
corner cases of scanning electron microscope images that
the HED model cannot predict. The SEM images are radically different from the optical images with different scale
and background color. The grain boundaries in the SEM images also have a ”glowing effect” due to the measurement
methods, which created difficulties for the current edge detection model. In the future, we will explore the possibilities of adding pre-processing steps to remove the glowing
edges, or using different pre-trained models for the SEM
images.
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